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PREFACE

The purpose of this text is to supply in as brief and clear a form

as possible all the basic theoretical knowledge essential to the music

student and the professional.

The essentials of music theory are a necessity for the student and

professional musician alike; necessary to the student for the pursuit of

his studies, the professional musician for an intelligent application of

his art.

Since many students are vaguely familiar with a part of the essentials

of music, an understanding of the subject is often presupposed. The

result is that time and again the student sits through a class \mable to

grasp some particular phase of the work because he does not thoroughly under-

stand the essentials. As a consequence, as he advances from course to course,

his studies become more and more meaningless.

By the time the student completes his courses he may have acqiiired a

fair knowledge of the essentials, but he will have lost the benefit he

should have received from his studies because he did not understand the

essentials of theory at the beginning.

This cause for great concern in music pedagogy and a source of constant

irritations and discouragement for the m isic professor, whose cry "I'll

have to take ti:TH out to write a book" has become a classic.
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The threat to take time out to "write a book is not without meaning;

for, -while the other fields of music are adequately covered, there are but

very fev; books on the essentials. The existing texts are either only

partially complete in their coverage of the subject or carry so much

extraneous material that the average reader is lost in trying to sift

out that -which he needs.

jji schools that do not have entrance examinations in theory for

entering students, this course could be set up profitably as Theory x.

With the exception of the composer, the course represents all the theory

'necessary and that is actually used by the great majority of our

teachers and musicians.

The professional musician -will be familiar 7ri.th the most of the

material outlined. i?'or many, ho-nrever, there Trill be such points as the

derivation of key signatures that -will be appreciated; for some the

naming of the octaves, etc. This text -will be of value to the professional

in revie-wing and in organizing his theoretxcal knowledge in an orderly

manner.
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MUSiC 13 AN AUBAL ART. Each time it is to be experienced it must be

recreated. This point must be kept in mind, for musical notation is not

an art until the moment it used to recreate in sound an aesthetic exper-

ience. Mere reproduction has no virtue; cannot be thought of as art.

SiGNATURES. At the beginning of a compusition it is necessary to

have clef, key and time (.meter; signatures. Anjr or all three may be

changed during the course of the composition.

rxTCH is indicated by the position of the note on the staff, ihe

higher a note, the higher the pitch; conversely, the lov/er a note, the

lower the pitch.

DlATuNiC movement is along a major or minor scale line.

CHRuMATiC movement is one half steo at a time.

TONE. A musical tone has definite pitch and quality.

An INTERVAL is the distance between two musical tones.

A MELUDY is a succession of musical tones, sung or played one after

the other.

Time ±s a loosely used term to indicate meter, tempo or the duration

of a given note,

TEMi^O is the rate of speed at -vitiich a composition is performed,

METER or RHYTHlal is the basic scheme of note values and accents of

a given composition, or section of same. Jit is the pulse of music,

indicated by regulary appearing accents, the same for each measure as long

as meter signature remains unchanged.

, The Half-step or Semitone is the smallest interval in use in Western

music.





The SHARir ^W ) raises the pitch of a note one half-step.

The FLAT v
*

; lowers the pitch of a note one half-step.

The CANCEL or NATURAL v.t| ; restores to its original value a note that

has been affected by a sharp or flat.

An ACGlUENTAL is a sharp, flat or cancel sign not in the signature,

j-t occurs during the course of a composition and is only valid for the

measure in -which it appears.

A CHuRD is the simultaneous sounding of two or more tones.

The kejTiote or tonic is the note from -which a scale is built.

' The STAFl'' consists of five parallel lines.

A CADENCE is a succession of tones that creates the feeling of a pause

in the music.

The FINAL CADENCE creates the feeling of completion.
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The TREBLE or G clef:

The sign of this clef was originally the letter G placed on the second

line, hence the name.

The BASS or F clef:

The sign of this clef was originally the letter F placed on the. fourth

line.

The GREAT STAFF:

I

l;a</e
.11'Once linee/ octa^/e /"v/'C*? ^^^ff-—--—7 /,' c'

c' J' e' F' a' a' b' ^rrTe^^'^i-i-^^ ^^c

-ar-^

-M/c/dle C

^- o

^ h Q G F e d c S
R' > — I

^-^

^>-a^

-^-sr

^ '3f»a/J Octave

Sometimes, as in organ music, three clefs are

&^C.

<»«^4S'

used.

Manuals

PedaL

m
^p^

Ledger lines are added above or below a clef to extend its range.

1
e; ^





In treble clef any ledger lines added below middle c are borrowed from

the bass clef.

Middle C

In bass clef any ledger lines added above middle c are borrowed from

the treble clef.

A^/c/^l& O

The ALTO CLEF, commonly used for viola, fixes middle c on the third

line by means of the clef sign:

l^^S SLic

The "C" clef, commonly used for tenor voices, fixes middle c on the

third space:^^ ~^IEL



incnl



There are other clefs, but they are not commonly in use to-day.

The sign<y ^=' indicates that the music is to be played an octave

r than -written as far as the dotted line extends.

The signj ,indicates that the music is to be played an octave lower.
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NuTES RESTS

O T»hole
^ C - ^' f

J Half

J Quarter ^ J ^ m^ ^^ J
J^ Eighth 7 •^ - .^ ^^

' J^ Sixteenth ^ m^ ^ mT -t 0^

J^ Thirty Second t etc.

in instrumental music it is common to -write eighth, sixteenth, etc.,

notes to-gether in rhythmic groups

:

'— etc. -when a quarter note gets the beat;.0,

etc. when an eighth note gets the beat.

The T^^£T indicates three notes are to be played in the time of two!

A DUrLET is two notes played in the time of threes

.^^

Sixty-fourth and one hundred twenty-eighth notes are only found in

florid passages such as cadenzas.

TjME, EHTTHfA, or METER signatures comprise two numbers, written one

above the other. The upper figure represents the number of beats to a

measure. The lower figure represents the value of the note that receives

one full beat or count.

^y = three beats to a measure

ZZ~~" S - sn eighth note gets one beat.



*"S.

s»
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four beats to a meas tre

a quarter note gets one beat,

COMiroN TIME is expressed two ways ^ and (2?,

ALLA BREVE, also called SPLIT TIME is expressed two ways ^ and (p _

A MEASURE comprises a complet rhythmical iinit and is marked off by

vertical lines:
~

A measure of ^ meter will contain four quarter notes jor the equivalent:

-i'.

U^^^
/ Z 3 4

Of O M <
1 1 1

t=t4=^
or Of

/2 3 4 /£34
J^
I Z 3 4

eti

A measure of s meter will contain three eighth notes or the8
equivalent:

w^^ or

I Z 3

S532 or or ^^ ecc.

I Z I Z3 /Z J

RHYTHM or METER is made up of strong and weak beats or pulses, which

occur in the same order in each measure as long as the time or rhythm

signature remains the same. The first beat of a measure is always the

strongest.

In the simple rhythms or meters only the first beat is strong or

accented. The two simple rhythms are: / Z and/ 23, They are

expressed by / 2 etc. andrp^^ etc.



'? t « « «t «.
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The comnound rhythms have primary and secondary accents. The primary

accent is always on the first beat of the measure and is the strongest.

The compound rhythms are!
> > > > > > >

/ ^ J ^- /£J ^J-,^ ; /2 3 4Jr^ 7<f? etc.

A 4
They are expressed by 4 or g with a orimary accent on the first beat or pulse

6
and a secondary accent on the third beat; Q with a primary accent on the first

beat and a secondary accent on the fourth beat; Q with a primary accent on the

first beat and secondary accents on the fourth and seventh beats, etc.

file same principle of accent holds when there are more than one note to

a beat or pulse; in this case the accents are very slight, but must be

sensed!

i.e. when a quart'^r note gets the beat;

n
m •

a slight duple rhythm vri-thin the pulse;

• • •

a slight triple rhythm within the pulse;

fff!• • * •

a slight quadruple rhythm vrLthin the pulse;

JtTw
> 3 .

[S ,

a slight duple rhythm within the pulse

When an eighth ncte gets the beat! • • a slight duple rhythm mthin the

pulsej •••'^W* a slight secondary accent on the third and fifth note.

When commencing on an incomplete pulse the first note must not be

accented.

f -^



(A n
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The PAUSE or HOLD ^^ is also called the BIRDS EYE and FERMTA. Its purpose

is to break the rhythm at the note over which it is placed. It signifies

that the note so marked is held beyond its normal value.





SCALE STRUCTURE
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MAJOR

The scales cominonlj used by western civilization comprise eight notes,

the last note being the same as the first but an octave higher.

The pattern for ALL major scales is the same J a half step ^semitone;

between notes 3 and U> and between notes 7 and 8; a whole step between

each of the rest.

/ Z 3 4 S- G 7 8

rrrnrrn
^ ^ V -^ '^ {^^

There are only twelve different notes in modem music, which are each

repeated at different pitch levels. They are, ascending:

Descending:

Ill llllllllllll
F
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As seen from above, some notes have two names: i.e./ is enharmonic

to (or the same as) <^ ; 3 is enhajrmonic to/r , etc.

A major scale can be built on each of the twelve different notes. We

add sharps or flats, as necessary, to make the scale conform to the pattern

I 2 S 4 J 6 7 8.

The scale of C major alone requires no sharps or flats:

^ ^^^=^Z^Z _̂^

If we build a scale from D, we have:

I Z 3 4 S (S 7 S
V V

Jii step yz 6tep

It is necessary to sharp (or raise) F and C to mcike the above conform to

the pattern: / Z 3 f S' € 7 8

iv^^n̂ i±^t̂
For convenience we place the sharps in the signature:

m ?sf3;



^
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If we build a scale from "F", we have:

^^ ^-1=^
cy / Z 3 4 J (S 7 8

It is necessary to flat (or lower) B to make the scale conform to the

Pattern:

t^ W—*-

^^E^ta

For convenience we place the flat in the signature:

h^-^-EkP^ S
dng/'^and C^ tWhenever we write or play music involving r and C' > 'the other

notes not being raised or lowered, we are in the key of "D", ftlaen we write
u

or play music involving^ , the other notes not being raised or lowered,

we are in the key of "F".

There are five ways of naming the degrees of the scaler

FiAed c/o

theory J7afne<i



a

w.

»i
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When using the letter names or FiXED do, the name of the note on each

line and space remains the same as for Scale of C regardless of the key.

"When using MOVABLE, do, the Arabic numerals or theory names the first

degree of the scale is ''do", "i'', or tonic, the second degree is "re" or

"2", or supertonic, etc.

G' /I

/ /e

n

^/ ^c // c// y/ /77/

n7' /^ Ja la // c/o

J 4 J-^ 6 7 a

1 >^

^S
/^ & A ^^
fa So ^a oe

So la 0/ o/o

J' 6 7 S^
^ C- <^ -si

^
ft'

F^/ec/ c/o



«c

«
ST «
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MjlHuK

AIL minor scales are derived from major scsles. By lowering the third

and sixth degrees of a major scale we obtain the parallel harmonic minor

scale. Therefore the parallel minor of a given major scale always begins

on the same keynote.

The scale of G majorsscax

^^^
By lowering the third and sixth degrees V.B and E; we have g harmonic

minor-

t^^^^^^

The scale of/i majors

t
#-^i^̂ hL-^^r-r-M^

By lovrering the third and sixth degrees \,0 and F; vje have d harmonic

minor!

i-M>^^
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For convenience it is frequently customary to borrotr a key signature

to avoid lowering the third and sixth degrees each time they are written.

±n this case it Tri.ll be necessary to raise the seventh degree each time it

appears. The seventh degree is used less than the third or sixth. *^

harmonic minor is thus T?ritten5

^fe

'^ harmonic minor is thus written^

^^^^^^:^3Ei
Tf=^

"PJhen so -written, a minor scale is the narallel m-jior of the major

scale having the ssjTie key note, and ALSO the RELAT±VE minor of the major

scale from -rfiich the signature was boirowed. Therefore g minor is the

parallel minor of G major and the relative minor of 5 major. A minor

is the para3JLel minor ofA^ major and the relative minor of Ct major.

i-n the harmonic minor there is an interval of one and a half steps

between the sixth and seventh degrees. The interval of a step and a half

is difficxilt to sing, so the sixth degree is sometimes raised a half step,

foCTning the melodic minor!

tii i k^j±t^^ 3̂^





Wttrr±iM

in descending the 7^ and (2>= steps are flatted.

The melodic minor, as its names imply, is only used melodically. xt

can not be used harmonically.

The scale \or key/ having one more sharp than a given scale begins on

the fifth degree of the given scale. The seventh degree of the nen scale is

raised one half step.^ i-r f 1^ J ' ,^^£fcj

^ J / ^ ^ 7 /' Z 3 4 6- <S 7 8"

^ -^ -^^ A s- <^ 7 s' _^/ z 3 ^ y e 7 <r

Tlie scale having one more flat than a given scale begins on the fourth

degree oi the given scale. The fourth degree of the new scale is lo-wered one

half step.

Z 3 4 ^ (S 7 8 / z 3 ^ 5" (S y <r

#^^^^^i^g(_ J^l^E^^^
-^"-^ j> 4 s <^ y r 2 3 4- s G y r



^*-

«>
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The order of sharps in the key signature never varies. "Che sharps

are, in this order, /^C G O /^£S

.

The order of flats in the key signature never varies. The flats are,

in this order, ^£/]/D G-C T.





iMTERVALS
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xn measuring an interval we count BuTIL^the notes and each line and

space, if any, between then. The measurement is always made from the lower

notes

/ ^ = a Seconc/
/ Z J 4 J-, a f/fi^

/ z j4 ^ e 7 ^ ĉ an occcn/^^c

The same measurement is also used for notes sounded simultaneously:

3^
-0^ /-.../^ —^-^hiajlIJC'^J^" wk:i2V'\

intervals are perfect, major, minor, augmented or diminished. The

abbreviations are per . , maj . , min . , aug . , and dim

.

'

^ ig3
i^^ ^^1 «^«' 5 'Si«S C?! ^% ^'.^ IS fS; .^"'^

a
^^^^^^^^^g

^^ ^^ 1^4 ^'^ <i!s I?. 1^ ^^^^



«

•&

,.-% . *i
w' "* ^



A MAJUR interval made one half step smaller BECOMES MINOR. A rERFECT

or Mil-JuR interval one half step smaller BEGulffiS DxliiNxSHED. A UAJ^R or

irKHi'ECT interval one half step larger BEC^iffiS AUGIENTED.

/I^f 4^

The normal intervaH.s are the perfect and. major; the others, v.minor,

diminished, and augmented J are derivative intervals. To deterjuine the

quality of an interval the lower note is considered to be a MAJuR key note.
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j-f the upper note belongs to the major scale represented by the lower

note, the interval is either perfect or major; if a half step higher, the

interval is augmented; if a half step lot^er it is a diminished "t ^
y
0-~

,

oct. or a mxnor /c ^ - (o ' oj- /—

.

ms
/̂-o/

Maj.3''

M
Affft. J' /^yr ^-

iih
pit'-'. 4^

m ^m
Mcj.3^'''

tA

'?!hen the lower note of aji interval is placed above the other

the upper note below the lower; the interval has been inverted,

perfect inverts to perfect

major inverts to minor

minor inverts to major

diminished inverts to augmented

augmented inverts to diminished

THE SUM UF M INTERVAL AND iTS itlVERSKil iS y.

^^^S'-^

v.or

&^ inveHs /«-
I

!£
^\ /ni/er^s /o 4^

FenS^ Si-H--q PeK 4^ Maj.J^-^ Jf6-9 M//f.€â

)^~T^
I

~
inverts ^o J | 77

/\uf 4' ^/i-i'-- "f pyrrt. ^^



m

'•C



CHORD STRUCTURE-
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Upon each degree of a major or harmonic minor scale it is jxjssible to

construct a triad consisting of an interval of a third and a fifth measured

from the scale degree.

Each triad receives its name from the theory name of the scale degree on

•which it is built.

Alets//ar?/'

Sfp^rtomC Sab c/on7i/7citf/'

Subtortic

Of StJ/bir>ea//'cirr&

The triads are indicated by Koman numerals. A large numeral indicates

a major triad, IV; a small numeral indicates a minor triad, li. The sign
'*'

at the upper right of a large muneral ^Jidicates an augmented triad, liJ-.

The sign " at the upper right of a small numeral indicates a diminished

triad, Vi±f

Major and minor triads are named according to the size of their THxRDS;

augmented and diminished triads according to the size of their FIFTHS.

Z II III I£ JZ" VI v/i

S II III JJT JT ^/ ^^f"

/// JY jr vi v//'



^
4
3

f

111.

-^

If""! * "^

I
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A major triad consists of a MJuR THjJffi and a perfect fifth; a minor

triad of a MilvIuR THxRD and a perfect fifth; an augmented triad of a major

third and an AUGIjIENTED FiFTH; a dijninished triad of a minor third and a

DJlIxNlSHED F±FTH.

The Triads in minor are

J

/ //" JZZ"^ /^' JT JIT v//°

The theory names in minor are the same as in major.

A triad is said to be in RuuT rUSxTIuN Twhen the step of the scale upon

which it is built is lowermost. ±t is indicated by the Roman numeral.

Sometimes vrare; it is indicated by a small letter cr at the loTrer right of

the chord.

/̂//
(Q)

wm
v//'

A triad is in FiRST ±NYERSiuN when the third of the chord is lowermost.

A small 6 is placed at the lower right of the Roman numeral. Sometimes,

JT



4£

«
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instead of the 6, a small b is used.

^ m
C le(orb) o J. F , II,

^-

o v„:e ' "'6 ""6

A triad is in second inversion -when the fifth of the chord is lowermost.

A small ^ is placed at the lower right of the Roman numeral. Sometimes a

small c is used.

i

^ J^^forc)

^^^
A l6

4

^^d
c JTt

When we add to the triad the note that lies an interval of a seventh

above the root, we have the chord of the seventh, indicated by a small ^

at the upper right of the Koman nijmeral.

C JT'^ CIF^ ajr'
-c jpl

—

The inversions of the chord of the seventh are!

il=
C Y

t
Y:



3£

9i 9.

I

»
«2t

ITT
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When we add to the chord of the seventh the note that lies an interval

of a ninth above the root, we have the chord of the ninth, indicated by a

small *? at the upper right of the Roman numeral.
,

i ^
C JT'

The inversions are!

P
D JT'

m^
a JZ"'

^ #̂

^

3C

a

C ^n^ jrj^ 4- //H^£K

/- //7i/'e/r^ t^/c.

^y^T't-^ -^c^«-<^>^iCi::<£^^^^^S^
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Good melody -nriting is dependent on three considerations i kIj the

resolution of the active stens of the scale, \2j the utilization of groups of

intervals that represent "good" chords and \3J the proper use of rhythm.

The rest tones are 1, 3> 5) and 8. These are the tones that co-nprise

the tonic triad.

The active stens of the scale are 2, U, 6, and 7. Step 7 rmist resolve

UT) to 8; 6 generally resolves doTm to 5 J i). to 3j 2 is free to go either to

1 or 3.

/ ^ J 4 :f (^ 7 r
Or "^^

Any leap wider than an interval of a third is called a -wide leap. After

a wide leap it is generally best to t\irn back, preferably stepwise. Therefore

any Te ap to 7 is best downward so that 7 can turn back stepwise and resolve

to 8. Any leap to 6 is best upward so that it can turn back down to 5; lii"-e-

•\«rise a leap to h should be urMard so that it can turn back to 3»

/^^ s S ^o (3^ 4 £o 3

^Ft^

"When certain tones of a melody are the factors of a single good chord,

i, iV, V, ^,iij it is not necessary to turn after a i"ri.de leap or resolve the
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active tones during the span th?t this one good chord is represented.

etc.

-Ln general the longer notes in a measure should be on the accented beats.

This is only a guide, not a hard fast rule. Howevf^r, I^' music is to be G^uL),

thxs guide can not be ignored.

^^ iniim^
Occasionally a he asixre of irregular rhytbjn is permissible, but another

measiire of this SAME rhythm must occior in a correspondijig measure of a

following 'ohrase.



a. u °»



FORM
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The unit of musical structtu'e is the period. It is a complete nusical

thought and -rEy be compared to the sentence in language structure. The

period generally consists of eight measures, and nay be freely expanded or

contracted, -m fast tempi it nay consist of sixteen measures. The eight

4
measure period consists of two phrases, each'measvires long.

The phrase frequently can be divided into motives vor semiphrases;

of two measures each.

Occasionally a twelve measure period of three phrases is to be found.

I

Per/od — S'/Treas.

h
. Phfa'X'^ - 4fnfaj: L P/;j'CiS£' - 4/neas. 1

\-Sen?i -phrase L Jemi-^/ii'aje L _ S efrri -/o/^r^:lJ^ X. Sefrrt-z^hraje i

Z tneas. Z nteets. Z meaj. Z ^n^ar.

/^er/oj - /Z /Tteas.
r _,

I .
1

I Phra^re J— Phrase- L ^phrase J

Two periods, the second ending in a final cadence, comprise the one part

song form, xt is not common. A good example is the Chopin ri>el\ide op. ''3, No. 7.

The term "song form" applies to instrumental as well as vocal music.
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grn/

fer/oc/1

m fe^

fc^-^l^ -̂!
f^t¥=^T

1 r

•^Hmm ±Ei

Fer/od JI

The -biro part song fom consists of twc sections lite the one above.

The tTfo sections are referred to as A 3, sjid this song form is called the

A 3 son.g fcrra. 5cineti::!ies part B is r^^f-ei, A rood exaiiiL-le is the

Chc-ir. rrel-ie op. 25, ^*o. 6^. Also called binary fors.

Pai-t A

4=4

Second perioct is Contracted, C^ frreas.)

SSi^^"^ ±^^m



«&- ""^^

r.

-•i.

—_r4 - '

I
>*

i^>



Codetta Sffr/irt^ U ex^enc/ the fOsr/'od mrrH Com^le^ej<}<^ '& B.

^^^^^^1

The most common sons form is the three part, or A B A, Tlie third nart

is a repetition of the first part. J-t may be an exact repetition of the

first part, or a modification of it; if a modification the latter letter A

i-will carry the prime mark"* ABA.

The most of o;r music is iwitten in the song forms. A good example

of the three part song form is Beethovens "Minuet in G". Also ternary form.

Part A ^ , . ,
Z re^c/car panoas.

mpf^

Jjfef3-l^



• : - *
<s

^

<b * _rfe

^^ •a
^

^.

m k
' h

• *^

tr-
e

I

*

& « w*= •^"

•

«

• «

9t
e
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n I f2 I

Par^ B
Z regi/ior per/oc/s.

f
^^"^rfffF^m^^i^

*—^m^^^^^^m^^

^^a



?. «

***** yt

«

'I?

vt \mBms,'

i:»t^?C

«•

• ft

k --^

• • " -s
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